Electronic assessment in high school mathematics by multiple-choice questions – an interim report.


Summary: Technology offers new ideas and approaches to arrange evaluation tests in schools. Traditionally, the questions in exams have been more or less similar to the exercises in textbooks. However, typical exercises in textbooks are designed for learning of mathematics, not for measuring mathematical skills. However, the assessment tasks should differ from those that are designed for learning. As electronic test environments offer an opportunity to automate the assessment process, our study focuses on self-scoring electronic exams with multiple-choice questions for evaluating students’ mathematical skills. An electronic exam with self-scoring multiple-choice questions was administered to 100 students in four Finnish upper-secondary schools. Their results were also graded by their teachers. The correlations between teachers’ evaluations and automatically rated e-test results were calculated and discussed. The construction procedure for the test items is not presented in this article but will be released at the next opportunity.
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